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Acoustic PSU Cover

Special Price

$6.98 was

$7.95
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Short Description

When it comes to computer enthusiasts, some are entirely dedicated on minimizing the noise produced
inside of their computer case while a fair share of other users could truly care less about the noise level as
long as they are maximizing their frame-rate and processing power. In fact, there are dozens of products on
the market for reducing the noise level created by your computer components whether it is a noisy fan or a
hard drive that has seen better days. The engineers over at SilverStone Technology have introduced a new
product for reducing the PSU noise level and that is their PP02 Power Supply Acoustic Cover. This product is a
plastic frame that is lined with foam padding to absorb the sound and it attaches on the outside of the
chassis.

Description

When it comes to computer enthusiasts, some are entirely dedicated on minimizing the noise produced
inside of their computer case while a fair share of other users could truly care less about the noise level as
long as they are maximizing their frame-rate and processing power. In fact, there are dozens of products on
the market for reducing the noise level created by your computer components whether it is a noisy fan or a
hard drive that has seen better days. The engineers over at SilverStone Technology have introduced a new
product for reducing the PSU noise level and that is their PP02 Power Supply Acoustic Cover. This product is a
plastic frame that is lined with foam padding to absorb the sound and it attaches on the outside of the
chassis.

Features
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Specifications

 Color Black

 Material ABS

 Content PP02, case screws x 4

 Interior material noise absorbing foam

 Dimension 142mm (W) x 90mm (H) x 77mm (D)

 weight 79g

Additional Information

Brand SilverStone Technology

SKU SST-PP02-D

Weight 1.2500

Color Black

Case Accessory Type PSU Accessories

Special Price $6.98


